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WaveSoft’s iKDS App

An Innovative Kitchen Display System for iPads

All restaurants, regardless if they’re quick service or table service establishments, struggle with effectively
communicating orders from the wait staff to the kitchen. WaveSoft created an innovative, iOS-based
application for restaurant owners looking to boost their business efficiency. iKDS is a complete kitchen
display solution designed to integrate with your existing point of sale system, harmonizing front- and
back-of-house operations.

Unique iKDS Features
Seamless POS Integration

Scalable User Interface

iKDS for iOS
iKDS was created as a true-native iOS application, able to be downloaded from
the Apple App Store onto any iPad device in minutes. The iKDS package
comes with two iOS apps: the frontend iKDS app and a cloud-based
dashboard app. Our solution was designed with the enduser in mind as an easy-to-use, reliable, and scalable
kitchen technology tool.

iKDS Chain Configuration

Business Boosting Benefits
Better Customer Experience
All diners want the same thing: fast, friendly, and efficient service. With our iKDS app, the ordering process
is completely streamlined, sending orders directly to the kitchen. This more effective order management
allows for faster, more accurate service and creates a first-class customer experience for every one of
your guests.

Higher Profits
Happier customers mean higher profits. With orders being fulfilled faster and with more accuracy than
ever before, your customers will not only spend more, but will also return more frequently. Additionally,
streamlined operations allow servers to turn more tables in less time, generating more tips for them, and
more profit for you.

Visibility and Control
The iKDS dashboard app provides real-time data analytics to restaurant managers through the cloud.
Managers can pull kitchen statistics such as workload, delays, and performance whenever and wherever
they need to. This allows bottlenecks to be detected and solved more quickly, so managers can have a
better pulse on their business.

Key iKDS Functions
• Item-based & transaction-based modes

• Deferrable item display on defined iKDS stations

• Customizable grid dimension & fonts

• Order warning times with definable colors

• Group different orders separately

• Dynamic modifiers & item remarks display

• Sort item display

• Synced bump functions for linking multiple KDS

• Item bumped history & item summary view

• Unlimited iKDS routing options

• Item filtered mode

• Special, VIP or delivery order highlights
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WaveSoft is a leading software developer of innovative technology solutions, specializing in the hospitality industry.
WaveSoft developed the world’s first native iOS application for restaurants, and since then, we’ve served thousands
of restaurant businesses of all sizes and concepts. Our mobile software applications integrate seamlessly with your
existing point of sale software, creating more efficient restaurant operations. WaveSoft products are sold through a
worldwide eco-system of VARs and ISVs.

